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V
ariable speed (VS) milk pumps
increase energy efficiency by
slowing the flow rate of the milk

passing through the precooler.The
slower rate increases the water-to-milk
ratio, resulting in greater cooling of the
milk. A typical VS milk pump installa-
tion can cool milk by an additional 15˚F
to 20˚F, but this varies by installation.

VS milk pumps are useful on farms
where water flow rates cannot be
increased to an acceptable cooling
level because of high capacity milk
pumps, as well as on farms with low
water system flow rates. A precooler 

on a typical Wisconsin farm without a
variable speed milk pump will only
have a 0.5:1 water-to-milk flow ratio. A
VS milk pump with the same pre-
cooler could change the water-to-
milk ratio to 1.0 to 1.5:1 or higher.

A variable speed milk pump consists
of a variable frequency drive, a probe
assembly to sense the level of milk or
wash solution in the receiver and a
milk pump with a 3-phase motor
(figure 1). Some manufacturers offer
other options and features but these
are the minimum. The VS milk pump
controller (figure 2) varies the milk
pump motor speed between a
minimum and maximum speed while
trying to maintain the milk level in
the receiver jar between high and low
level probes or floats. The VS con-
troller replaces the conventional
on/off liquid level controller.
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Figure 1. Variable speed milk pump

Figure 2. Milk pump control
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A variable speed drive is a very useful
tool but you might achieve the same
results for less money in other ways. If
you are considering a variable speed
milk pump, weigh the options of:

1) purchasing a larger capacity pre-
cooler,

2) adding additional plates to an
existing precooler,

3) upgrading the water supply
plumbing,

4) installing a water reservoir and
pump; or 

5) installing a simple orifice in the
milk discharge line. If an orifice
plate is used, it must allow milk to
be pumped fast enough to avoid
flooding the receiver jar and
should be removed during system
washing.

Variable speed drives are electronic
components that are subject to
damage from voltage spikes produced
by lightning. They also emit RF (radio
frequency) noise that can affect
computer communications from milk
meters and detachers and radio recep-
tion. Proper installation will minimize
the amount of RF noise and interfer-
ence. Filters can be installed to reduce
the RF noise interference when neces-
sary. RF noise is not stray voltage and
does not pose any threat to a cow's
health or production level.

You can estimate the average milk
flow rate with a precooler as follows:

Average Flow Rate = 2.0 x (Total Milk
Produced Per Day ÷ Total Milking
Time Per Day) 

A properly adjusted variable speed
milk pump will run continuously for
long periods of time during milking.

Many VS controllers have a “Milk” and
“Wash” mode. In the “Milk” mode, the
VS controller attempts to operate the
pump at the lowest possible speed. In
the “Wash” mode the controller ramps
the motor to full speed anytime there
is a signal from the probe assembly in
the receiver jar.

If the variable speed (VS) controller
should fail, the motor will not operate
properly (if at all), which could hamper
the ability to continue milking opera-
tions. To provide a backup, some man-
ufacturers include a standard liquid
level control mounted in the VS con-
troller enclosure so if the VS controller
fails, one switch can be thrown and
milking can continue with high/low
level control of the milk pump.

For more information
Information on different technologies
and energy conservation opportuni-
ties are contained in the Energy
Conservation in Agriculture publication
series, available from Cooperative
Extension publications at
http://cecommerce.uwex.edu.
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